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Cal Poly Hosts International Manufacturing Engineering Conference June 22-25


Educators and researchers from over 15 countries will be coming together to share insights on the latest developments and strategies on Manufacturing Engineering Education, said Professor Dan Waldorf, conference chair and associate professor with Cal Poly's Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering Department.

Four pre-conference workshops will be offered on Wednesday, June 22, taught by academic professionals. Topics are axiomatic design, machine vision, rapid prototyping and reverse engineering, and supply chain management.

The full conference schedule and links to this conference program, registration form, and FAQ section can be found at http://www.ime.calpoly.edu/mfeeconference/. Spaces are still available at the conference and its workshops. Registration is $400 for commuting participants (those who do not require housing).

Please see http://www.ime.calpoly.edu/mfeeconference/ for a link to content, instructor, and registration information for these workshops.
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